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NEW QUESTION: 1

Which technology is used to perform predictive accounting for
sales orders in SAP S/4HANA Cloud?
A. Distributed ledger
B. Smart contracts
C. Extension ledger
D. Machine learning
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What must you do in order to utilize Data Quality accelerators
in PowerCenter? Choose 2 answers
A. Import accelerators directly to Power Center
B. Install accelerators into Developer
C. Export accelerator mapplets and/or mappings to PowerCenter
D. Install accelerators directly to PowerCenter
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are auditing the claim handing of your branch office. You
note that one of the claims is for lost revenue due to a
windstorm damaging the building. The claim file states that the
insured requested coverage for this type of loss. However, the
independent agent failed to request the coverage though an
oversight. Which action is required to appropriately handle the
claim?
A. The claim should be denied since repaying for business
interruption and lost revenues would financially enrich the
insured, which is against one of the principle of insurance
B. The claim should be accepted and paid up to the policy
limits since the insured meant to create coverage for business
interruption. Due premiums for the coverage can be charged
retrospectively
C. The claim should be denied since coverage was never present,
and the claim should be placed against the agency's errors and
omissions policy for reimbursement of the claimant.
D. The claim should be paid and the insured indemnified since
the insured requested thecoverage. Since the produce was acting
as an "agent" of the carrier, they commute their liability
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which policy map action makes a Cisco router behave as a
stateful firewall for matching traffic?
A. permit
B. deny
C. log
D. inspect

Answer: D
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